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Introduction 
 
In the words of the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, “displacement remains arguably 
the most significant humanitarian challenge that we face.”1  The practice of granting asylum to people 
fleeing from persecution from their home Member State is one of the earliest marks of humanitarianism.  
Fast forward to the 21st century, protecting refugees was made the core mandate of the UN Refugee 
Agency, set up to protect refugees, particularly those affected by World War II.2  According to the 
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951), a refugee is someone who "owing to a well-founded 
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group 
or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is 
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country."3  Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) are 
described in Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement as, “Persons or groups of persons who have been 
forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of 
or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human 
rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized State 
border.”4   
 
The major issue circulating in the global refugee crisis is the difference between the terms, ‘refugee’ and 
‘internally displaced person.’  A crucial requirement to be considered a “refugee” is crossing an 
international border.  Secondly, they are forcibly displaced as a result of persecution, either political, religious, 
economic stress or natural disaster.  On the contrary, IDP’s are generally forcibly displaced albeit by generalized 
violence, natural hazards, etc. but they are not considered refugees as they do not cross an international border.5  Lastly, 
unlike refugees, IDPs do not have a special status in international law with rights specific to their situation.6 The term 
IDP is merely descriptive. 
 
Today, the total number of refugees and IDPs are at extraordinary numbers in terms of population.  Studies 
done by the UN Refugee Agency concluded that in 2014, the numbers of forcibly displaced peoples 
reached to 59.5 million.  Just a year earlier, 2013, there were only 51.2 million, and a decade ago, 37.5 
million.7  Since the increase of populations in Member States, that has dramatically created tremendous 
strains in terms of resources, security and even uncertainty amongst nationals.  The United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Antonió Guterro states, “With huge shortages of funding and wide 
gaps in the global regime for protecting victims of war, people in need of compassion, aid and refuge are 
being abandoned.  For an age of unprecedented mass displacement, we need an unprecedented 
humanitarian response and a renewed global commitment to tolerance and protection for people fleeing 
conflict and persecution.”8   
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Hot Spots 
 
Middle East 
 
The UNHCR has identified many different hot areas across the Middle East as a place for many displaced 
people to be from.  Most prominently is the number of displaced individuals from the Syrian Arab Republic 
due to the ongoing civil war.  Over 3.8 million people have fled Syria into neighboring Member States and 
onto other areas in Europe, Africa, and the United States of America.9  However, as of July 2015, the 
Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre estimates that over 7.6 million people are displaced within 
Syria.10  Turkey has received an estimated one million Syrians since the crisis began in 2011.11  Turkey has 
maintained an emergency response of high standards and declared temporary protection of the regime, 
ensuring non-refoulement and assistance in 22 camps, where an estimated 217,000 people are staying.12  In 
2014, there were over 2.6 million Afghan refugees and over 300,000 Iraqi refugees fleeing conflict in their 
respective Member State.13   
 
Many of these refugees are searching for safety by travelling towards the European borders and the western 
world.  However, this is putting an enormous strain on the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as 
they do not have the adequate resources to control the massive influx of migrants.  Many of the migrants 
are crossing through Turkey and into the EU through boats across the Mediterranean or through Turkey’s 
land border with Bulgaria.  As of September 2015, over 450,000 migrants have traveled to Greece by boat, 
placing strains on registration centers, many of them erupting into violence.14  The UNHCR stated it needs 
more resources to make sure the registration of these migrants is sufficient in order to provide aid and 
relocate them in the future.  Having an increase in refugee migration means Member States will become 
more multi-ethnic and will be challenged by accommodating peoples of different culture, races, languages 
and religions.  The extent of racial discrimination and xenophobia are often downplayed and sometimes 
denied by authorities.  This problem is a defining feature of international migration today.15  Many groups 
are denied access into EU borders by border patrols, and sometimes even killed.16  Adequate preparation 
plans have not been created by many EU States, and they are simply turning to rejecting the refugees 
instead of helping them. 
 
Africa 
 
Africa has been a major and long lasting area affected by both refugees and IDPs.  Somalia has been 
affected by terrorism and extreme drought and famine.  Currently, over two million Somalis are displaced 
within the region.  More than one million of those people are IDPs living in Somalia, with over 420,000 
people living in the Dadaab refugee camps in Kenya, 220,000 people in Ethiopia, and 200,000 Somalis in 
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Yemen.17  Since December 2014, the UNHCR has been able to help only 5,000 refugees return home from 
Kenya’s Dadaab refugee camps.18  Many still fear that they are going home to either a war or a barren land.   
 
In western Chad, many internally displaced Chadians have fled from their homes near Baga Sola and Lake 
Chad, due to attacks from Boko Haram in Nigeria.  This horrific event has caused the fleeing of 40,500 
people between January and August 2015.19  Since 2008, among the 181,000 IDPs turn to inter-ethnic 
violence, 110,000 have reportedly returned back home, but the recent attacks from Boko Haram have 
displaced over 40,000 more people in the Lake Chad region.20  In addition to the IDPs, Chad is host to over 
350,000 Sudanese refugees, 90,000 refugees from the Central African Republic, and 13,000 refugees from 
Nigeria.21  The UNHCR has pledged to help in the region but cannot and has been forced to close offices in 
western Chad due to concerns of violent conflict, leaving many in a protracted state without any aid or 
protection.  
 
Security Implications 
 
As the number of refugees entering Europe increases, so do fears that terror organizations, such as the 
Islamic State (ISIS), have placed operatives within the flow of refugees.  These fears have led to a surge in 
the popularity of far right groups and political movements in both Europe and the United Statesof America, 
as they have been taking hard stances against accepting refugees.22 23  It would appear that these fears are 
not entirely unfounded, as the commander of NATO, American General Phillip Breedlove, recently stated, 
“ISIS is spreading like cancer,” in waves of refugees.24		With recent reports of possible furture ISIS attacks 
throughout Europe, it is abundantly clear that this is a time that international security is of utmost 
importance, but it is also a time to be sensitive to the disaterous humanitarian crisis that has driven these 
people from their homes, and ultimately created this very tense period of global affairs.25 26   
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